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QUESTION 1

SQL Server database administrator found that SQL Server is running out of space, you want to delete 

unnecessary databases to get more space. 

Which of the following databases will be deleted once the database engine is abnormal or the upper 

business interruption? 

A. pubs 

B. master 

C. msdb 

D. tempdb 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer project deploys an 8-node OceanStor 9000 C Node with full front-end and back-end IB networking. The
device is powered on and completes all front-end network ports. During customer front-end business switch
interoperability testing, engineers will perform Oceanstor 9000 software installation and deployment. What is considered
a best practice for this? 

A. The engineer thinks the installation PC is connected to NIC1 to complete the software deployment, so connect the
installation PC to NIC1 

B. Direct Deployment of Software Without Disconnecting Front End Network and All Network Nodes 

C. Software Deployment Before starting, the engineer configures a temporary back-end IP address on the back end
network port B3-0 of the 9000 node (connected to the installation PC) Department DHCP server 

D. The installation of PC directly through the network cable connected to the OM management network switch to
complete the software deployment 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Customers need to migrate 10TB service data from a manufacturer\\'s mid-tier storage to Huawei OceanStor S5600T
(V100R005), storage array, A total of 120 LUN carrying oracle, ESXI virtual machine business plans to use VIS6000T
local image data migration. Based on this, which of the following is incorrect? 

A. Check the compatibility list of the VIS 6000T to determine if all the storage devices are compatible with the
VIS6000T 

B. Check the number of fiber switch ports to ensure that each node and switch VIS6000T redundant links 
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C. Check if there is enough room for DCO configuration 

D. Confirm that heterogeneous common storage multipathing software and Ultrapath multipathing must be compatible 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following are correct regarding the Simpana backup software? (multiple choice) 

A. data Reader: The flow of raw data read from the client, set in each client 

B. Data streams: client to MediaAgent data transfer stream, set in the storage strategy 

C. Device Streams: MediaAgent to storage Media data transfer stream, set in each sub-client 

D. The value of Data Reader must be less than the value of Device Streams 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 5

For Oracle database to do online RMAN physical backups, you need oracle to run in _____ mode; To restore data files,
you need to start the Oracle____(Fill in the blanks multiple choice) 

A. Non-archiving 

B. Archiving 

C. nomount 

D. mount 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 6

In VSphere 5.0 and later, View Storage Accelerate (VSA) caches virtual machine disk data to EXSi hosts. It uses the
content-based read cache (CBRC) in EXSi hosts, which no longer reads the entire operating system from the storage
system. It reads the regular data block from the cache, thereby enhancing the performance of the virtual host. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7
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Which statements are true about the performance of RAID 10 and that of RAID 5? (Multiple choice.) 

A. RAID 5 outperforms RAID 10 in continuous random read. 

B. RAID 5 outperforms RAID 10 in continuous sequential read and write. 

C. RAID 10 outperforms RAID 5 in continuous sequential write. 

D. RAID 5 and RAID 10 provide almost the same performance level in continuous random read.. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 8

In the Huawei OceanStor system, the size of the file system block is a measure of the size of the accessed file system
block. The size of the block is designed according to the size of the data block. Different size of the file system block
selects the corresponding file system block, according to the size of the data block. If the business scenario is the
media, for large file archiving or stagger I / O backup scenarios, it is recommended to choose the default 64KB disk
block size. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Dual-live solution: the optical fiber link between two data centers in the same city needs to be deployed with a
wavelength division device. 

A. 10 

B. 25 

C. 50 

D. 100 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

The storage array provides the device LUN to the database. This LUN does not need to be labeled after being
recognized by the host for the first time. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 11

In the main backup and disaster recovery solution of Huawei a VIS6600T 4-node local high-availability cluster is
deplyed. In the production site networking, each node of the VIS6000T needs to cooperate with at least how many
connections each FC switch 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

The figure shows an N8500 (V200R001) NAS engine chassis. The two NAS engine nodes in the chassis 

form a two-node N8500 NAS cluster. Which description of the front-end and back-end network planning of 

the cluster is correct. 

(Multiple choice.) 

A. On the slots of the same position on both nodes, such as A3 and B3, you must insert the same type of interface
card. 

B. A5 and B5, A6 and B6 can be chosen to be networked, the key is how to make the network connections. 

C. If the back end of the engine cluster is to be directly connected to four control enclosures, add one FC HBA card in
slots A2 and B2 for the controller enclosure of direct connection. 

D. A2, A3, A4 and B2, B3, B4 can be plugged into a 1Gb iSCSI or 8Gb FC interface module to connect with the
business network. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 13

When planning an active-active disaster recovery solution, the business end adopts the cluster application. Which of the
following clusters is the application cluster? 

A. mSCS 

B. Oracle RAC 

C. HACMP 

D. SQL server 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Which command will modify vg01 into vg - app without affecting the HPUX 11.31 system volume group? 

A. can not sit down 

B. vgchange 

C. vgexport mkdir mknod vgimport 

D. vgremove mkdir mknod vgcreate 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

VTL 6900 engines A and B nodes form a cluster, on the A, B node between the business bearer and the fault
automatically switch, which of the following description is correct? (Multiple choice) 

A. When the node a is found through the sms -v command, the status of the IPStor Authentication Module is FAIL. The
service of the node A will be from Move to Node B. 

B. unplug the A node power supply, A node\\'s business will automatically switch to the B node 

C. unplug the A node and the backup server network connection, the A node\\'s business will automatically switch to the
B node 

D. A, B nodes can work in Active-Active mode, but can only manually achieve the backup service load balancing
between A and B nodes 

Correct Answer: AD 
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